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When I try to run the script nothing happens. Should I have any extension on my R Script. If so how do I get around it. I am not
an expert on R, so any help would be appreciated. A: The problem is your use of the for loop. The do.call( rbind.fill,

lapply(myData, function(x){ ...stuff...) This is all done before you define your function. By that time, inside your function
lapply has already pulled the data into memory in the form of a matrix. And, as a result, the second line of your function,

length(x) No longer applies! In this respect, for loop in R is the same as the loop in C: they both work on the entire input data,
while R functions are defined to only work on the subset of input data that was passed into the function at the time the function
was defined. However, you can do something about this using expand.grid. The syntax is: expand.grid(x=A, y=B) and it has an
important consequence: expand.grid will convert x and y to vectors so that you can pass the two vectors into your function, and

the result returned by your function will contain a matrix in which every row represents one observation in A and one in B,
rather than an object with an attribute called A and an attribute called B that are both vectors of length one. Here is a complete

example of what you posted, with expand.grid instead of lapply: myData
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Q1: How to fix it? Q2: How to import the data into sql? Q3: It's seem that replacing "\r" with " " is ok. Is there some other better
way to solve this problem? A: Your code contains a mix of tabs and spaces. Assuming you have Vim set to use tabs, this will
cause it to automatically switch to using spaces instead of tabs for indentation: if '1' =~# s:old_wrap_compile 3e33713323
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